We present results relevant to the equilibrium organization of DNA strands of arbitrary length interacting with a spherical organizing center, suggestive of DNA-histone complexation in nucleosomes. We obtain a rich phase diagram in which a wrapping state is transformed into a complex multi-leafed structure as the adhesion energy is reduced.
Reversible coordinated condensation of long eukaryotic DNA strands into a highly compacted package (chromatin), and the controlled swelling of chromatin, are essential requirements for the successful duplication and replication of DNA [1] ; strands of the order of a meter are orderly packed into micron-size nuclei without getting tangled-up. It is known that certain enzymes -the topo-isomerases -assist the condensation process by untangling knotted DNA, by releasing the inevitable torsional stresses that are produced during condensation, and by facilitating the "super-coiling" of DNA. It is also known that condensed DNA strands are wrapped around organizing proteins (globular complexes of histones) that carry a charge opposite to that of DNA.
Gene transcription is believed to involve some kind of loosening of this "wrapping" state [1] .
DNA condensation has recently attracted considerable experimental [2] and theoretical [3] interest from physicists, stimulated in particular by the development of new techniques of single-molecule micro-mechanics [4] . These new tools open up the possibility of detailed mechanical probing of DNA condensation. The study of DNA condensation simplifies significantly if we focus on the interaction of DNA with just one or a few "organizing centers", i.e., particles which either condense the DNA strand into a wrapped (continuously adsorbed) state or induce it into a centro-symmetric open structure. Even for this simple case we still encounter puzzling results. The in-vitro phase diagram of mixtures of short DNA strands with single octameric-histone (nucleosomal [5] ) organizing-centers has been studied by Yager et al. [6] . They found an athermal first-order phase transition as a function of the DNA-histone interaction strength (controlled by changing the salt concentration) from a wrapped state to a dissociated state, consistent with the simple ("all or none") unwrapping transition proposed by Marky and Manning [7] . On the other hand, in a numerical study by Wallin and Linse [8] of the association of a long charged polymer ("polyelectrolyte") with an oppositely charged sphere, a more gradual change was observed as the chain stiffness was increased, with one or more loops extending out of the sphere. Finally, recent work by Polach and Widom [9] found that the nucleosome wrapping state actually represents a dynamical equilibrium in which wrapped portions of the DNA strand also spent part of their time in a dissociated state. They measured the binding energy of DNA to the nucleosome to be about 0.15-0.2k B T per base-pair under standard conditions.
In this paper we report on a model study of the finite-temperature conformation of DNA (or other semi-flexible polymers) interacting with a spherical organizing center, in an effort to further elucidate the nature of the unwrapping transition. We make use of the popular "Worm-Like Chain" (WLC) model [10] for DNA, which describes the molecule as a semi-flexible tube characterized by two elastic moduli, the bending and torsional stiffnesses. This model is able to describe, on a quantitative basis, the forceextension curve of DNA as measured by micro-mechanical methods [11, 12] and it has been used to examine size-reduction of DNA loops by supercoiling, and the effect of thermal fluctuations on supercoiling [13] , as well as the complexation of DNA with model nucleosomes [14] . In the present work we map the semi-flexible strand/spherical organizing center system onto an exactly soluble one-dimensional statistical mechanics problem, and exploit the solutions to formulate a phase diagram exhibiting a wide range of wrapped and open structures characterizing the chain-ball complexes.
The elastic energy of a closed WLC loop of length L attached to an adhesive sphere at N sites can be expressed as:
In Eq. The equilibrium number N * of adhesive sites, and the preferred configurations of the chain, must be obtained by minimization of the free energy corresponding to Eq.
(1). We will first search for minima of the elastic energy, neglecting thermal fluctuations.
A) The Rosette State. This search can be performed systematically by applying the Kirchhoff theory for thin rods [15] . Kirchhoff theory relates stationary points of the Remarkably, we were able to obtain a family of knotted rosette-shaped WLC stationary points [16] that obey all of these conditions. The rosette can be characterized by the number of loops N of the rosette. For N = 3, the rosette has the topology of the trefoil knot. The optimal number of leafs of the rosette grows as we increase L but the sphere can not accommodate an unlimited number of contact sites without self-intersection (see ( ) of introducing a single leaf of length l and apex angle φ into a large strand was computed by YS. Using path-integral methods they found (apart from constants):
The function W φ ( ) has a minimum when the apex angle of the leaf is approximately 81 degrees. The logarithmic entropic contribution to { } of leaf lengths into a large loop is, then:
In Eq. (3) which we found to be small for large leaf sizes). The full free energy is obtained by performing a Gibbs average over all possible leaf distributions:
with the chain-diameter b acting as a short-distance cut-off. To obtain Eq. (4), we performed a Legendre transform G = F + PL in order to satisfy (on average) the
; the quantity P is defined by the condition L = dG dP .
Physically, P is the overall tension of the loops induced by their adhesion to the sphere. we should expect phase-decomposition [21] . This suspicion is confirmed if we apply mean-field theory (MFT) to evaluate G P ( ) by assuming a narrow-peaked leaf size distribution. MFT predicts that, in the coexistence regime, the rosette has leaf sizes comparable to the persistence length ξ. Because of the physical meaning of the persistence length (the correlation length for the decay of orientational order along the chain), it is certainly reasonable that the physical structure of the rosette changes when the mean leaf size tries to exceed ξ.
It is interesting to note that
The free energy Eq. (4) can however be evaluated exactly
with a corresponding non-linear "tension-extension" curve
(We may also interpret this relation as the non-ideal "equation of state" of the equivalent many-body system.) Using Eq. (5) and P L ( ) to compute the free energy F = G − PL , we recover the "T=0" result E N min ( ) discussed above provided we replace µ by µ* = µ − k B T ln 2 A b πξ ( ) and the same holds for the formula for the optimal number of leaves N *.
Using Eqs. (4) and (5), it is straightforward to compute the first and (reduced) second moments of the leaf size distribution:
Thus we encounter no phase-coexistence:
the leaf size grows with leaf length in the same manner as the "T=0" solution. This does not mean however that the rosette structure is not altered when the mean leaf size < l > exceeds ξ, because the reduced second moment starts to exceed one at that point (actually, at < l > exceeding 4 Aξ ). We can therefore identify L N ≈ ξ as the onset point of heterogeneity of the leaf size distribution; the orderly, symmetric rosette is starting to "melt". It must be emphasized though that G P ( ) is analytic and that there is no true thermodynamic singularity. We now return to the experiments described in our introduction. Suppose the DNA strand lengths L are comparable to the persistence length ξ and suppose we vary the adhesion energy µ for fixed ξ (and L), then we perform a trajectory in the phasediagram along a horizontal line. For that case Fig. 2 predicts a simple "first-order" transition (upon decreasing µ) from a wrapping state to one where there is just a single contact between the loop and the organizing center, consistent with the findings of Yager et al. [6] in which unwrapping occurs in a single step upon the addition of salt.
If, on the other hand, for a given large loop we decrease ξ for fixed (sub-critical) µ , starting from a large value of ξ (i.e., small enough L / 4Aξ ), then the trajectory is a vertical straight line upwards in Fig. 2 . One encounters a complex sequence of rosette states with different * N , consistent with the simulations of Wallin and Linse [8] . An interesting test of the theory would be to re-do the experiments of Yager et al. [6] for circular DNA plasmids with L >> ξ . We predict that rosettes should form as the adhesion strength is decreased, as described in the first scenario immediately above.
The resulting size of the rosettes might be monitored by electrophoresis and the effect of cutting the rosette could be simulated with topo-isomerases. A more general biological relevance of the fragile rosette state could be as a swollen state in which genes are freely accessible to transcription factors and other proteins while the DNA still holds on to the nucleosomes for future re-compaction (with the residual binding energy µ N max being sufficient for this process).
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